CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter summarize the result and discussion on chapter IV and propose some possible suggestion, which are the researcher has been explain about the theory of symbols in poems and applying to analyzed a poem.

A. Conclusion

According to analysis in previous chapter, the researcher founds some symbols in the five of William Wordsworth’s poem. Finally the researcher gives a conclusion that explained below. After paraphrasing William Wordsworth’s poems with the title “Daffodils”, “The Solitary Reaper”, “Strange Fits of Passion Have I Known”, “London 1802”, and “We Are Seven” the researcher found some symbols.

1. The first poem is Daffodils, this poem tells about the beauty of daffodils. The central idea of the poem is the expression of the comfort and cheering the author finds in the beauty of observing the daffodils. The symbols which are contained in this poem are energy, being, terrestrial, cosmos, human, living, and object.

2. The second poem is The Solitary Reaper, this poem tells about the experience of William when see the girl was sing. William describes his experience seeing a Highland (Scottish) girl reaping grain as he listens to her beautiful song. The symbols which are contained in this poem are being, terrestrial, object, and human.
3. The third poem is *Strange Fits of Passion Have I Known*, this poem tells the story of William the feeling of falling in love with a woman. He ventured to express his feelings to her. He tried to come to the woman at her home with a horse. Personify the idea of solitary beauty in the figure of his chief character, Lucy. The symbols which are contained in this poem are human, living, being, energy, and terrestrial.

4. The fourth poem is *London 1802*, in this poem tells about the situation in England. At this poem William illustrate the weaknesses in England leaders were not able to maintain the survival of people in England. The symbols which are contained in this poem are being, object, substance, cosmos and terrestrial.

5. The last poem is *We Are Seven*, this poem tells about subject of life and death. William meets a rural child and asks her how many siblings she has. She claims, *seven in all*, implying that she is one of seven children. Then the child elaborates and explains that two of her siblings are dead. The symbols which are contained in this poem are being, human, object, living, cosmos and substance.

**B. Suggestion**

According to research and discussion above, the researcher wants to give some suggestion to composers, readers, and society. Hopefully these suggestions can be useful for people who like the literature and the literary
education. All people have done a good job, by get advice, the works will be better.

1. The suggestion for the reader

The suggestion to the readers is how to write a good poem. The reader who wants to read and make poem must learn the techniques of writing poetry in order to look more beautiful and has a good meaning.

2. The suggestion for the next researcher

The suggestion for the next research is the researchers are expected to analyze poem be better, by more specific issues and have influence with the beauty of poetry. In analyzing poetry choose poems that have high quality, contains many figures of speech and moral values.